Jaiya’s Animal Rescue Newsletter
JAR Events
Animal Adoption Day in
Hongmei Lu 3338, Puxi
(Sunday, December 12th).

Happy holidays from JAR!
The purpose of a holiday newsletter is
to keep friends and supporters
updated on the JAR events in
Shanghai. We hope to issue this news
letter regularly in order to let you know
how everything is going with JAR and
our lovely pets.
Indeed, this X’mas season is a good
time to tell you about JAR’s
achievements during this year, our
plans for the future, and to express

ABC & TNR Program
started
This year we introduced a new
program to JAR’s mission. The first part
is called ABC (Animal Birth Control). Its
agenda is to enhance our
spaying/neutering program to reduce
misery for unwanted animals by
controlling the animal population that
seems to be on the increase year by
year. We hope to be able to re-home
many of these spayed/neutered
animals, but for various reasons – lack
of homes, feral or anti-social nature of
the stray, especially cats – sometimes
the only recourse is to return the
spayed/neutered animal back to the
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warm wishes for the year to come.
We thank all the people and institutions
that made this year an excellent year
for many animals in need, and to all
the volunteers and foster parents that
committed time and support, the
donations received and the huge
amount of love given to kittens, cats,
puppies and dogs.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Wordpress has been
blocked in China
(including our blog). To
read our blog please
use a VPN such as:
http://vtunnel.com/

streets, where at least we know s/he
won’t continue to add to the stray
population by procreating.
This leads to the second part of our
program -TNR (Trap/Neuter/Return). We
hope this option can become a
respected and valuable option for
animal control in Shanghai. We are
currently doing TNR on a small scale,
but with the great success of these
operations, we hope now to help
cover more ground by providing traps
and training to other animal-lovers.
For more information click here
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Adoptable Pets’ Christmas Tree
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JAR Pets of the Month: Leoncio & Tomasa

Adoptable Pets: Leoncio & Tomasa

The rescuer came across Tomasa
and Leoncio in the East West
Restaurant in Jinqiao (Pudong) in
the beginning of November 2010.
Tomasa and Leoncio are 2 out of 11
kittens that reside outside the East
West Restaurant, where a cabin has
been built for them. However, JAR
will gradually rescue all the kittens
and spay the mother cat to prevent
another batch of abandoned litters.

(blue and green) and long white
fur. Given that his long fur makes
him look like a small white lion he
was named Leoncio (Spanish name
that means Lion). Leoncio is no shy
at all, and he will always enjoy to
play and to be pet. One unique
characteristic of Leoncio is that he
does not meow at all (according to
the Vet this can be a genetic
inheritance in some cats).

Tomasa is a beautiful female cat
with big blue eyes and short white
fur. She is always a little bit shy when
she meets new people, but after a
while she blossoms into a very
affectionate cat … looking for your
attention and purring of happiness
when you hold her.

Tomasa and Leoncio are very good
friends, and truly enjoy each other’s
company. This pair of white friends
are real foodies … characteristic
that probably has its origin in the
fact that they both were rescued
from outside the East West
Restaurant!

Leoncio is a sweet and lovely male
kitten with eyes of different colors

Can you give them their forever
loving home?

Finding an abandoned animal and
fostering …
This year several postings and interviews about JAR
were published in different websites and magazines
(TimeOut, CityWeekend, etc), and even we were
shown in the local TV a few times. However, this year
was also marked by the writing of two JAR articles
that were published in Shanghaiist and in our blog.
The first one was meant to help people to know what
to do when finding a stray animal (step-by-step
instructions) and the second
one was intended to inspire
people to be foster parents for
an animal rescue organization.
We are happy to say that these

two articles were very well
received, so we hope to write
a few more during 2011 …
If you have any topic or
question in mind related to
animals, please let us know …
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Venue: Papas Bierstube Restaurant, Hongmei Road
3338, Hongmei Pedestrian Street 22-24.
●
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Sponsors & Friends:

Special acknowledgement from JAR
Given that the end of 2010 is quite near,
we cannot forget to give thanks to all
the people that donate goods and
money to the animals in need, and to all
the businesses, magazines, websites and
schools that have spread the word
about the activities of our non-profit
group.

Special thanks to:

To all of you: Thank you!

Season’s greetings!
Do not forget that we have already
available JAR X’mas cards created by
Josephine Wyatt, who is not only our
friend, but also a great foster parent.
You can buy our X’mas cards at our next
Animal Adoption Day on December 12th!
All the contributions given will help and
support our rescue group!!

LOST PET: Heidi

Jaiya’s Animal Rescue (JAR)
Website: http://jargroup.doodlekit.com
JAR Pictures: http://jar-galleries.doodlekit.com
Blog: http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com
JAR e-mail: shanghaidogs@gmail.com

NEWSFLASH: 33 animals adopted during last November 2010!

